
10 Reasons Law Firms Love
Online Voting



We asked some of our law firm clients to explain why they love online voting. 
Here’s what they told us.

With offices scattered across the U.S. and the globe, law firms that used paper ballots 
had to allow at least one week for voting. Now, no longer having to wait days for 
ballots to return by mail, law firms can take care of business much more quickly. They 
can launch a secure online vote within ten minutes’ notice if they need to get feedback 
from partners, poll them for consensus, or ask them to make decisions quickly on 
critical issues. 
Law firms use online voting to:

• Approve offers of partnership and admission of partners.
• Elect the managing partner, chairs, and committee members.
• Approve bonuses and the compensation of equity partners.
• Make decisions on the purchase or sale of real estate.
• Approve the merger or dissolution of the firm. 

Law firms take care of urgent business faster with online voting.

These votes can sometimes go on for several rounds depending on the firm’s voting procedures, 
for example, whether a supermajority is required. With votes like these, time is of the essence, 
so online voting’s real-time results are much appreciated.
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In the competitive legal profession, lateral partner prospects often have multiple offers. Firms 
don’t want to lose recruiting momentum or miss opportunities. With online voting, firms can vote 
on partnership decisions quickly and be the first to offer a partnership.

1

Firms stay competitive and act nimbly when needed.2

Voting procedures vary by law firms, but our clients agree that online voting provides the 
flexibility their policies require. For example, if a partner is on vacation or not available to vote 
during the designated voting period, the firm can use proxy voting.

When different tiers of partners have different voting rights, for example, equity vs. non-equity 
partners, online voting can accommodate per capita voting (one partner, one vote) or weighted 
voting. Because some firms require 100% anonymous ballots and some do not, firms can decide 
on a ballot-by-ballot basis if voting will be anonymous or not.

Online voting platforms can be customized to meet a firm’s requirements and goals. If a firm 
doesn’t wish to administer their voting events, they can take advantage of Votenet’s project 
management services.

Online voting provides the flexibility required for law firm voting.3



If busy, multi-tasking attorneys are going to make time to vote, you have to make voting 
super easy and convenient for them, especially when several rounds of voting are 
required to reach a supermajority on decisions. Many of the attorneys at our client 
firms are rarely found at their computer and vote instead from their mobile phone or 
tablet.
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Law firms take care of urgent business faster with online voting.4

Online ballots can include critical information about candidates or issues that attorneys 
need to make the right decision. For example, photos and bios of candidates for inter-
nal promotions can be very helpful when a firm has offices and partners spread across 
the world. Firms can also provide additional information via attached PDF documents 
or embedded links.

Online voting platforms like ours guide voters step-by-step through the voting process. 
In case they get interrupted while voting, a status bar lets voters know where they are 
in the process. And, voters have the opportunity to review their vote and correct errors 
before it is cast.

Online voting is a more efficient process than voting practices of the past, like paper 
and email ballots. Staff no longer spends time mailing out secrecy envelopes, checking 
postmarks, and tabulating results. 

Using an intuitive administrative dashboard, online ballots can be quickly created or 
copied from a prior voting event. With real-time reports, staff can see how turnout is 
going and whether they need to send a reminder email to partners who haven’t voted. 
Because online votes don’t have to last as long as paper ballot votes, staff can return 
their focus to other work much more quickly.

Vulnerability and penetration assessments and testing are routinely performed to 
ensure that malicious scripts and hackers can’t interfere with a law firm’s voting events. 
Unlike insecure paper and email ballots, voters know they can trust a voting process 
certified by security and privacy firms like McAfee, Truste, and Interfor.

Online platforms provide an attorney-friendly voting experience.5

Law firm staff appreciate easy online ballot management.6

 A stringent level of security is provided for law firm voting events.7
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Visit our Devoted blog:
blog.votenet.com

The Votenet cloud infrastructure is housed in global data centers, designed to satisfy 
the requirements of our most security-sensitive customers. Our infrastructure is highly 
accredited and meets the requirements of an extensive list of global security standards, 
including: ISO 27001, SOC, the PCI Data Security Standard, McAfee, and FedRAMP. To 
learn more, visit: aws.amazon.com/compliance/

Law firms depend upon a reliable voting platform.8

Online voting platforms give law firms confidence in the accuracy of voting results, 
unlike paper or email ballots which are prone to human error. Because elections and 
votes can be extremely sensitive processes, internal controls, such as detailed 
fingerprint reports, restricted access to the administrative dashboard, anonymous
ballots, and third-party tabulation are valued by law firms.

 The integrity of law firm voting events is never compromised.9

Votenet has an experienced team dedicated to client support. Each client has a 
designated implementation coordinator to ensure voting success. Our in-house 
technology team can rapidly implement online voting solutions, design customizations, 
and assist with any technology challenges. We also provide resources and consultation 
to help law firms run elections and voting events more effectively.

Questions? Comments? Email jenn@votenet.com

Law firms appreciate a high level of support from their online voting partner.10

blog.votenet.com

